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2nd Interim

IQEA

report

The interim IQEA report is focused on the training to trainers activity, that each partner carried out
involving professionals of the VET sector with expertise in training care workers.
All participants to the events were asked to fill a questionnaire about the course. This document
summarizes the answers to questionnaires sent to project partners about the training to trainers
and compiled by the trainers themselves.

The questionnaire was based on the following questions:
1) According to your expectations, how would you evaluate the course?
 Very satisfying
 Satisfying
 unsatisfying

Why satisfying ?

Why unsatisfying ?

2) According to your previous knowledge, have the course given to you new
information?
 Many new information
 Several new information
 All information already known

3) How would you evaluate the chosen contents?
 Incoherent with the course goals
 Coherent with the course goals

4) Trainers
 Clarity in argumentation
 Competence
 Availability to answer to questions
 Capability to draw attention

5) Have you found Difficulties in taking part in the course ?
 No difficulties
 Some difficulties
 Many difficulties
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6) Organization; what would you suggest for the course improvement?
 More spaces to simulations and practical experiences
 More theoretical contents
 Better coordination/organization
 Close examination of information already known

7) Which topics have you considered useful for practical experiences?
Is IQEA model applicable in your organization ?
If YES, please specify the advantages that you think reachable through model application ?

Below the summary of the answers.

Question 1
All the trainers answered “very satisfying” or “satisfying .
The principal reasons:






Clear and complete goals
Very important the comparison with other countries, and homogeneity of parameters
Experimentation possibility
Evaluation and change of project indicators
Useful work tool

Question 2
Predominates the answer “Several new information”

Question 3
All the trainers consider the contents “coherent”

Question 4





About Clarity, the answers are “excellent” or “good”
About Knowledge, all the answers are “excellent”
About Availability to answer to questions, the answers are “excellent” or “good”
About Interest in the issues, the answers are “excellent” or “good”
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Question 5
The trainers found no difficulties in taking part in the course

Question 6
Some trainers suggested :



More space to simulation and practical experiences
Better coordination

Question 7
All the trainers consider the themes of the course useful and the IQEA model applicable in their
organizations.
The main advantages are:







International experimentation and comparison in a dynamic social context
Education growth of caregivers and career opportunities
Services improvement
Coherence of profiles and possible European standard of CV
Uniformity of knowledge
Mobility of caregivers through European union

Conclusions
Globally, all the feedbacks were positive or very positive. It’s particularly important that the
stakeholders identified several possible advantages in using the ECVET model, as this can support
the sustainability of the model after the project comes to an end.
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